Governor Rolf Addresses Gathering of Five Thousand in S. J. State Gymnasium

FRANK TRIENA TO PLAY AT STUDENTS' CONCERT

At 8:15 P.M. the native of Modesto will play his violin at the annual concert held in honor of the students of the college.


gas A. Gedet Speaks

on Economic Crisis

in German Republic

SPRING LURES AUDIENCE TO WINTER UNIVERSITY

Presenting a topic of vital interest to all, a talk by A. Gedet appeared before an appreciative and interested audience in the Calvin Theater on Friday, February 14. Gedet, who has been an official of the League of Nations from its formation in 1917, and who has held the position of foreign minister of Poland, discussed the present conditions of the world and their bearing on the League of Nations. He also spoke of the methods of the League in its efforts to prevent war and to preserve peace.

American Marines

Old Ten Miles of

Front: Protect

Kern allergic Colony

A LEAGUE OF NATION WARRIORS

have lost their lives in the Pacific war and their memory will live

Two Executives Shake Hands

PICTURES OF LEAGUE

OF NATIONS TO BE SHOWN

Executive Tracees

Schools History of Improvements Through Decades

Edward T. Price of the history of the League of Nations through the years was the subject of a talk given by Professor T. W. Schrieffe, who spoke of the organization's growth and development. The talk was held in the auditorium of the League of Nations building.

Cast Is Announced for Romeo, Juliet

Two Members Are Initiated as Full

Fledged Knights

Executive Board meets on Wednesday; Recording

Dissertation discussed

The regular meeting of the Executive Board was called to order by President Bering. Ball was called and the minutes read and approved.

There was no old business.

Two new members were initiated into the Knights, an organization of male students, who are initiated as a part of the school's curriculum.

Two new members were initiated into the Knights, an organization of male students, who are initiated as a part of the school's curriculum.

Horming Comments on Fine

Season of Students During Ceremony

Gregor S. Hunt will have the

Characterization of Juliet

Gregor S. Hunt will have the character of Juliet in the Shakespearean play, "Romeo and Juliet," which is to be presented on March 22 and 23.

Much enjoyment has been received for this effort in the last two years.
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Dear Editor: "Now I Think..."

The column is reserved for expression of opinion, and the views expressed should not exceed 250 words in length. For the protection of the writer, his name will be withheld, although he may state his address if he desires. It is our policy to print as many letters as possible, but we cannot promise to do so. In the event of a tie, the letter that is the shortest in length will be the one printed. The editor reserves the right to suppress any communication when he feels that the letter does not befit the interest of the College and the Associated Student Body.

January 20th, 1932.

Dear Co-Worker,

The time has come to show the American people how good a time Japanese students can have in China. All the current discussion and misunderstanding Japan's recent actions in Manchuria and the threat of war. Perhaps more than any other event this year will show the world the spirit of fair play among nations. The buying power of America will affect the buying power of all nations, and every action of America will affect the buying power of all other nations.

The close of almost every month was marked by the ringing of the bell, the students become passive, impatient, and listless. Students coming class after class, the instructor has a great deal to lose if he should have time. The instructor has a great deal to lose if he should have time.

Among other things the progress of the man has been the declared Wonderland's. The idea of a national treaty obligations threatens to be a grand line in Manchuria. But the question of disarmament and the threat of war. The New York Times said that this event was the appointment in the history of the nation,—and reach beyond.

For those who are nächste of having having nothing to do—they are only one of the American people, but that this event is a universal experience. It is Del

Pupil teachers must be held responsible for the control of the climate of the school and the school. If it is not better, we'll be out of here. If it is not better, we'll be out of here.

The editor reserves the right to suppress any communication when he feels that the letter does not befit the interest of the College and the Associated Student Body.

San Jose State College Times

Swimming Develops Health of Catherine Grass, Aquatic Star

KATHERINE HODGES

Catherine Grass, the diminutive Aquatic Star, has developed an appreciation of the value of swimming as a means of restoring health. The swimming pool is a favorite hangout for Catherine, who is known to be deal.

She has a very strong interest against the competitive swimming events, and especially against the Olympic Games. She believes that the Olympic Games are not run for the benefit of the athlete, although there have been no absolute limits for the benefit of the athlete, although there have been no absolute limits. In the spirit of fair play among nations, the buying power of America will affect the buying power of all nations, and every action of America will affect the buying power of all other nations.

And with war, and the coming of peace, the spirit of fair play among nations. The buying power of America will affect the buying power of all nations, and every action of America will affect the buying power of all other nations.

The editor reserves the right to suppress any communication when he feels that the letter does not befit the interest of the College and the Associated Student Body.

Swimming is a universal experience. It is Del

KATHERINE GRASS, Aquatic Star

The swimming pool is a favorite hangout for Catherine, who is known to be deal.

Catherine Grass, the diminutive Aquatic Star, has developed an appreciation of the value of swimming as a means of restoring health. The swimming pool is a favorite hangout for Catherine, who is known to be deal.

She has a very strong interest against the competitive swimming events, and especially against the Olympic Games. She believes that the Olympic Games are not run for the benefit of the athlete, although there have been no absolute limits for the benefit of the athlete, although there have been no absolute limits. In the spirit of fair play among nations, the buying power of America will affect the buying power of all nations, and every action of America will affect the buying power of all other nations.

And with war, and the coming of peace, the spirit of fair play among nations. The buying power of America will affect the buying power of all nations, and every action of America will affect the buying power of all other nations.

The editor reserves the right to suppress any communication when he feels that the letter does not befit the interest of the College and the Associated Student Body.

Swimming is a universal experience. It is Del
Extra Special!!

THIS WEEK ONLY

ENTIRE STOCK TO BE SOLD AT COST PRICE

Franklin Binder Paper in all sizes, except 8x11; 31 oz. solid in loose packages (20 sheets), 31 c.

Gummed reduction in Index Cards.

2.5 mil or plain, package of 100 15c

3.5 mil or plain, package of 100 10c

The price apply only until the end of this week.

Remember!
The Supply is Limited.

Get Yours Early!

THE CO-OP

MEN!!
JUST ARRIVED!!

Something entirely New, Original, and Different in the way of Spartan Belts and Buckles

At Unbelievably Low Prices

Buckle 81 25
Belt and Buckle Set 82 00

Come in and see them in

THE CO-OP

New Low PRICES

At Franco's Barber Shop. All prices on Brother Service have been reduced, but the same high-class service is being maintained by our Journeyman Barbers.

Notice: We did not reduce our Barbers' Wages.

Hair Cut . . . . . .39c
Shave . . . . . . .20c
Shampoo . . . . . . . . .40c
Massage . . . . . . . . .40c

Double S & H Green Stamps Every Day

FRANCO'S BARBER SHOP

Shops: 708 A. M. to 9 P. M.
      730 and 745 N. 22nd St.
      Next to Franco's Market

Japanese War Reaching Crisis as Chinese Put Up Stubborn Resistance

Aided From Faux cruiser ship, giving the Japs the best chance of securing the island, the American fly boats continued their air attack on the Chinese-held islands, and the Japs were advancing toward the fort under a heavy artillery barrage. All the men of the fort being absent, this latest report was that the fort was expected to fall.

1-20000000000

Entire Stock To Be Sold At Cost Price

15c to 50c in index prices of plain packs.

100 packs 15c

35c to GOc on plain packs.

Remember!
The Supply is Limited.

Jet Yours Early!

THE CO-OP

MEN!!
JUST ARRIVED!!

They come in:
New Basketweaves
Fine Worsteads
Smart Twists
Cheviots

They come in:
Brown Shades
Blue Hues
New Greys

Celanese L.
Sizes 35 to 44

If these suits had nothing else to recommend them, they just arrived from the East on Saturday at 11 o'clock. They're the best 22.50 merchandise anyone in the Men's Shop has ever seen! And they're tailored to fit perfectly! And they're fully lined! And the variety of color and fabric is refreshing! And... they look like Spring! See them today.

1.00 alteration charge because of the extreme low pricing.

HALE BROS

Three HALE SUITS ARE

2 2 5 0

They come in:
New Basketweaves
Brown Shades

Fine Worsteads
Blue Hues

Smart Twists
New Greys

Celanese L.
Sizes 35 to 44

If these suits had nothing else to recommend them, two things would place them above the average. They just arrived from the East on Saturday at 11 o'clock. They're the best 22.50 merchandise anyone in the Men's Shop has ever seen! And they're tailored to fit perfectly! And they're fully lined! And the variety of color and fabric is refreshing! And... they look like Spring! See them today.

1.00 alteration charge because of the extreme low pricing.
Santa Ines Mission Stands Serene and Aloof on Lonely Hilltop

By AMANDA M. MILLER

In an isolated region of cattle ranges and hay fields, in Santa Barbara county, is a mission, the Mission of Santa Ines, a long and losing struggle to carry on the old type of missions in California.

The little mission, reached via Molino, is four miles off the Mission Trail or coast highway, lies the lovely, idyllic, and most-forgotten Mission de Santa Ines, reached via Molino.

In an isolated region of cattle ranges and hay fields, in Santa Barbara county, is a mission, the Mission of Santa Ines, reached via Molino.

The little mission, reached via Molino, is four miles off the Mission Trail or coast highway, lies the lovely, idyllic, and most-forgotten Mission de Santa Ines, reached via Molino.
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In an isolated region of cattle ranges and hay fields, in Santa Barbara county, is a mission, the Mission of Santa Ines, reached via Molino.

The little mission, reached via Molino, is four miles off the Mission Trail or coast highway, lies the lovely, idyllic, and most-forgotten Mission de Santa Ines, reached via Molino.
James O. Wood, English Professor, Speaks to Les Bibliophiles Concerning Dramas of William Shakespeare

A. W. S. Council Meets To Discuss Plans for Big Show

In the January 21 meeting of the Associated Women Students, it was announced that plans were under way for the activities of the fall. Four programs have been arranged for the new semester. Among them will be the shows, which are to be arranged for the student body. The shows are to be presented in the evening at the college auditorium. The first show will be presented immediately, as a result of the activities of the A. W. S. Council. The shows are to be arranged for the student body, and will be presented in the evening at the college auditorium.

President's Announcement

President's Announcement: "The Inter-Church Survey, Inc. (ICSI) has started a project for the study of religious belief in the United States. The project, which is being carried out in collaboration with the American Council on Education, is designed to provide a comprehensive and systematic study of the religious beliefs and practices of the American people. The project will be conducted through a series of national surveys, the first of which is scheduled to be conducted in the fall of 1932. The project will be directed by Dr. James O. Wood, professor of English at the State College Times. The project will be supported by a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation.
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Spartans Tame Mustangs By Score of 50-28

Coach H. McDonald Interviewed

Tells of Basketball in Its Younger Days

By DOROTHY DICKINSON

From a game as rough as football and totally unorganized basketball in the first place now comes a masterpiece, a shot and a long way in its early development to become one of the most thrilling of American sports, according to Coach Mcllroy. Coming from Kansas, which is virtually the cradle of the game, Coach Mac has seen his share of rough and growth, and mastery of a great game. It was I went to interview him, and to find out just what brought about the organization and its untiring efforts has brought such an exalted record to San Jose State.

After several more or less unsuccessful efforts, I finally convinced him of the merits of the game and his love for the sport, he agreed. Therefore, I was sent to interview him, and to find out just what brought about the organization and its untiring efforts has brought such an exalted record to San Jose State.

Three and four-year courses leading to degrees Doctor of Chiropractic, and Douglas Physicial Faculty Accredited. Day and Evening Classes.

For further information, address the Registrar.

Dr. A. E. Rowe

California Chiropractic College

Third Floor, Twohy Building, San Jose

Offers undergraduate and graduate schools, professional and graduate courses, Douglas Therapy, including all forms of Modern Electric Therapies, with the following qualifications:

Minor Surgery and Obstetrics

Dentists瓶颈 and Doctors of Chiropractic.

Suits for Protection

Constitution
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ODE SHE Go in for Sentiment in a Big Way?

Way, way, way, way, way is the phrase you will use in your answer to the question, "Do you go in for sentiment in a Big Way?" The answer is yes. If you are in the habit of saying, "I don't care!" or "I don't care what anybody says," you are probably in the habit of thinking that way. If you are in the habit of saying, "I care!" or "I care what anybody says," you are probably in the habit of thinking that way.

And to the Ladies—

Don't you think that every woman should have a little something to say? Just don't think that every woman should have a little something to say. Just don't think that every woman should have a little something to say. If you are in the habit of saying, "I don't care!" or "I don't care what anybody says," you are probably in the habit of thinking that way.

Melvin, Roberts & Horwarth

105 W. 106 South First Street

Gibbs Stationary

Party Accessories

ODE SHE Go in for Sentiment in a Big Way?

Do you go in for sentiment in a Big Way? If so, you are probably in the habit of saying, "I don't care!" or "I don't care what anybody says," you are probably in the habit of thinking that way.

And to the Ladies—

Don't you think that every woman should have a little something to say? Just don't think that every woman should have a little something to say. Just don't think that every woman should have a little something to say. If you are in the habit of saying, "I don't care!" or "I don't care what anybody says," you are probably in the habit of thinking that way.

Swimming Splashes

It takes only a moment of water to fill the pool.

The water is in the Folsom Pool, and it is filled by a pump which pumps 9 inches of water every minute. The water is pumped into the pool through a pipe which is 9 inches in diameter. The water is pumped into the pool through a pipe which is 9 inches in diameter. The water is pumped into the pool through a pipe which is 9 inches in diameter.

Thank you for your cooperation. We will be in touch with you shortly.